
THE TASTING PANEL
This month’s box is a celebration of Spring - all the joy of the new season 

with none of the accompanying hayfever!

De Ranke Simplex
De Ranke are the godfathers of modern Belgian brewing, their XX Bitter being a 
standout beer at the time. Simplex is however a fairly recent addition to their roster, 
being the equivalent single X to the XX & XXX family. This is light, hoppy and bright 
but still keeping that quintessential Belgian backbone.

Siren Half Mast
This beer may as well have been conceived especially for sunny afternoons. This 
‘quarter IPA’ packs a huge amount of flavour into its 2.8% ABV. Brimming over with 
mango, papaya and fresh cut grass, this encapsulates the season perfectly. We look 
forward to this seasonal release each year, knowing full well it heralds the start of 
picnic season as htis is an essential ingredient.

Burning Sky Petit Saison
Burning Sky are arguably the UK’s premiere saison brewers and this special release 
beer is a perfect showcase for why. This mixed-fermentation small beer is an absolute 
delight, the light Belgian yeast character and slight funk balance each other perfectly. 
This is a beer that will pair perfectly with a stroll through the countryside.

De Dolle Boskeun
Boskeun is one of the very first Belgian Spring beers. The name roughly translates to 
rabbit of the forrest and it is brewed to release for Easter each year (hence the easter 
Bunny on the label). Brewed entirely with pale malt and Goldings hops, this is then 
fermented in De Dolle’s open top vessels to allow a real sense of terroir to all their 
beers. This also has locally made honey added to the boil for that extra bit of local 
character.

Paulaner Salvator
This is the first beer from Paulaner and in fact the origins of the doppelbock as a 
style. Brewed originally by the Paulaner monks, the recipe has barely changed for 
over 375 years. Whilst Paulaner (and indeed Munich as a whole) are most famous for 
their Oktoberfest celebrations in the Autumn, they also hold Starkbierfest in Spring, 
where they celebrate the new season with dark beers, dancing and food like only the 
German’s can.



Lervig Easy
We couldn’t put together a monthly case focussing on beautifully made pale beers 
without turning to our good friends at Lervig. Easy their latest New England style pale 
ale, packed with soft stone fruit and tropical notes over a soft textured beer, this is 
absolutely a sunny day in a glass.

Lost & Grounded Saison d’Avon
Named after the river that Bristol was built on, Saison d’Avon is an incredibly well 
made nod to this classic style. Saisons, for us, epitomise Springtime and this is just 
about as good as it gets. Brewed using a mix of classic European & American hops 
with the addition of grains of paradise to really bring out the best from the yeast, this 
is like a trip through the sun-soaked French countryside, only from Bristol.

Urthel Hop-It
Urthel have been quietly making pretty stunning beers for years now nestled in their 
small part of West Flanders. Brewer Hildegard van Ostaden has absolutely mastered 
her craft, brewing modern versions of classic Belgian styles. This has been selected  
for this month as it treads the very fine line of being a big, bold Belgian IPA, but still 
being super light and refreshing which pretty much sums up Spring for us.

Bloemenbier
Another quintessentially Springtime beer, to the point that it is even made with spring 
flower blossoms. This delicately balances the classic Belgian yeast esters and the 
florality from the petals in a really unique way, bringing out the best in both. For us, 
the best sign that Winter is over is the budding of flowers, so what better way to 
celebrate that than drinking a beautiful pale ale brewed with them?

Hawkes Graff
This is a bit of a wildcard entry and one we weren’t sure about on paper, but were 
100% convinced once we tried it. Graff is made by fermenting Braeburn and Bramley 
apples with beer wort and Sauvignon Blanc yeast, then hopped with Amarillo & 
Cascade. This blend of cider & beer is not to be confused with Snake Bite in the 
student union bar as you and indeed we, were expecting, it is a really accomplished 
drink that is very easy to drink all night (trust us).


